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Here are the more important stories we had this past and upcoming weeks: 

Pool Resurface Project – This is to announce that the pool resurface project is scheduled to begin October 8th, 2018.  

However, we will need to close the pool on the Friday before, October 5th, due to preparation work such as removal of 

pool patio furniture and such. With this in mind, please be aware that the project is scheduled to take place for about a 

month depending on weather (i.e. it may take longer if we have more rainy days in the weeks to come). We will keep 

you informed as progress is made. On a related issue, some residents asked if the Association was able to find an 

alternative pool for residents to use while the community pool is closed. We are happy to announce that the Pool 

Committee under the leadership of Ms. Maggie Gat was able to find several alternatives. Please make sure to read the 

upcoming Falls Forum where the Pool Committee will advise on this matter. 

Vacation – Coming Friday of next week, I will be traveling for about two weeks for a personal vacation and a family 

event. Therefore, I will be out of the office starting Friday, October 5th, and will return to work on Tuesday, October 

23rd. During the time I will be gone, Ms. Paula Murray agreed to take over my place as a part time substitute. Please note 

that Ms. Murray’s office hours are Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays between the hours of 12pm to 4pm. Please feel 

free to contact her with any concern or need you may have during the time I will be away.  Her office number is 941-

360-1046 ext 103 and her email address is Paula@LakeRidgeFalls.Org. As always, if you experience a situation that falls 

under the scope of responsibility of the Association and requires our assistance during the time the offices are closed, 

please call our “Emergency Only” line at 941-951-4034. 

Renovation Project – We are happy to announce that Mr. Shawn Mathews, owner of Shawn Mathews Homes and the 

general contractor awarded LakeRidge Falls’ renovation contract, informed us that all building permits were approved. 

Mr. Mathews wasted no time and started working on the Clubhouse this week. As seen in the picture below, Mr. 

Mathews has already started the demolition phase. 
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With this in mind, we are aware that residents may be very curious to see the progress made by the general contractor 

and therefore may be tempted to take a quick pick inside the Clubhouse or through the windows. We ask and actually 

demand you not. Please understand that your health and well being is much more important than satisfying a couple 

minutes of curiosity. Spending hours in the ER because you step on a loose nail or screw, for example, is simply not 

worth the risk. Therefore, please keep away from the Clubhouse. 

Also, please don’t attempt to look for Paula or me in the Clubhouse if we are not in the temporary office. You see, we 

may use the restrooms, pick up a cup of water, or run an errand or two around the Community. We will make sure to 

post a note on the temporary office advising you of our whereabouts. Therefore, please be patient and wait a few 

minutes around the temporary office or come back later on. It is always a good idea to call or email us in advance to see 

if we are around. Again, the risk of getting injured because you went looking for us inside or around the Clubhouse is not 

warranted.    

Finally, a question was asked by a few residents as to what the Association did with all the miscellaneous furniture it 

decided not to keep. This question was brought up because a few residents wondered if they could keep or purchase 

some of this furniture. The answer to the question is quite simple. Whatever was useable was donated and whatever 

was impractical was trashed. Please understand that the Association didn’t want residents to fight over old pieces of 

furniture or take the risk of giving or selling an item it knew was not functional. We ask residents to look at the bigger 

picture and understand the negative of selling or giving items to residents prevailed the good of doing so.  

Have a great and safe weekend. 

Sincerely, 

Oded Neeman - CAM  

LakeRidge Falls Community Manager  

4200 LakeRidge Blvd.  

Sarasota, FL 34243  

Email: propertymanager@lakeridgefalls.org  

Tel: 941-360-1046  

Fax: 941-359-6827 
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